German KS4 Long Term Plan: Year 11 - 2.5 lesson per week
Question
Speaking
ListeningFo
ci:

Module 2 Gesundheit

Module 5 Meine Freizeit

Module 3 Die Arbeitswelt

Module 4 Die Umwelt

How can we make sure we use all GCSE
text elements?
understanding gist and identifying main
points and details in a variety of types
of authentic spoken language.
Recognising points of view, attitudes
and emotions.
Drawing conclusions.

How do we respond spontaneously?

How do we develop our reading
skills?
understanding gist and identifying
main points and details in a variety of
types of authentic spoken language.
Recognising points of view, attitudes
and emotions.
Drawing conclusions.

How do we develop our listening skills?

understand gist and identifying main
points and detail in a variety of types
of authentic texts. Recognise points
of view, attitudes and emotions.
Drawing conclusions.
Understanding unfamiliar language,
extracting meaning from more
complex language.

understand gist and identifying main
points and detail in a variety of types of
authentic texts. Recognise points of
view, attitudes and emotions.
Drawing conclusions.
Understanding unfamiliar language,
extracting meaning from more complex
language.

Practice in exam-style reading and
listening activities
using questions to focus on detail

Practice in exam-style reading and
listening activities
using questions to focus on detail

discussing advantages of different
jobs
linking personality traits to jobs

comparing today’s weather with possible
future changes
recognizing and using impersonal verbs

Reading
Writing
Foci:

understand gist and identifying main
points and detail in a variety of types of
authentic texts. Recognise points of
view, attitudes and emotions.
Drawing conclusions.
Understanding unfamiliar language,
extracting meaning from more
complex language.

SPAG
Foci:

Practice in exam-style reading and
listening activities
using questions to focus on detail

Week 1

talking about eating and drinking habits
giving advice to a friend
5.9.16

Homework
Week 2

Learning vocabulary
talking about illness
12.9.16
using the correct adjective endings
vocab test

initiating and developing
conversations. Expressing and
justifying ideas and points of view,
producing longer sequences of
speech, with a variety of structures
and tenses. Confident, with good
pronunciation + intonation. Adapt
language to deal with unprepared
situations. Clear message, few errors
in more complex structures
giving information and narrating
events factually and imaginatively.
Evidence of description, opinion,
expansion. Reasonable linking.
Producing longer sequences using a
range of vocabulary, structure and
tenses. Spelling and grammar are
generally accurate and the style is
appropriate to the purpose.
using sequencing words
agreeing and disagreeing
adapting a text
planning a speech
MEINE FREIZEIT
talking about what you do in your
free time
looking at word order and present
tense
7.11.16
Learning vocabulary
talking about what you did last
weekend
revising the perfect tense

understanding gist and identifying main
points and details in a variety of types of
authentic spoken language.
Recognising points of view, attitudes
and emotions.
Drawing conclusions.

20.3.17
16.1.17

Learning vocabulary

talking about part-time jobs
vocab test
23.1.17

14.11.16

Learning vocabulary
discussing how we can all help the
environment
using infinite expressions
vocab test
27.3.17

Homework

Writing a dialogue about a visit to the
doctor’s

Preparing a speech on your leisure
time activities

past paper reading with dictionary

Learning vocabulary
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Week 3

Iterim
assessmen
t
Homework
Week 4

CTG
19.9.16
healthy and unhealthy lifestyles
preparing for listening activities

Written paragraph describing your
lifestyle
translation
CTG
discussing teenage stress
using the conditional mood

26.9.16

Peer assessment of presentation
(content/pronunciation/grammar)
talking about your sporting interests
and how this has changed with age
When I was younger!!
21.11.16
Written account of your leisure time
activities

CTG
giving details and opinions about
work experience
reading paper pitfalls
past paper listening

past paper reading

translation
CTG
talking about shopping for clothes
listening for small words
talking about teenage fashions

translation
CTG
listening paper pitfalls
6.2.17
prepare application for a holiday job
revisiting the conditional tense
talking about future jobs

translation

Vocab learning - whole topic
MEINE UMGEBUNG
talking about your home
using dative prepositions
Write a paragraph about your house
and your area
5.12.16

Vocab learning - whole topic
vocab test
describing different work routines
developing reading skills
discussing problems at work

translation
discussing your opinions on
household chores
agreeing or disagreeing with
somebody
12.12.16
Summative Assessment (vocab,
translation)
translation
talking about your routine
19.12.16
using reflexive verbs
talking about your future home
talking about your ideal home

listening paper, repeated listening
discussing problems at work
considering the impact of new
technologies in the work place

Vocab learning - whole topic
vocab test
Freiburg - listening effectively to
complex texts
2.5.17
discussing world problems and possible
solutions
using prepositions with accusative
vocab
vocab test
General revision

28.11.16

Homework
Week 5

Writing about a problem and a solution
CTG

discussing smoking and drinking
problems
word order after dass, weil, wenn
CA Writing
Homework
Week 6

Homework
Week 7

translation
CA Writing

3.10.16

10.10.16

vocab
CA Writing

17.10.16

30.1.17

20.2.16

Week 8

31.10.16

Vocab test as end of unit test
Marking
Research places to live in Germany

CTG
considering the environmental impact of
different forms of transport
consolidating the use of 3 tenses
24.4.16

9.5.17

Summative Assessment (paper)

Summative Assessment (paper)

vocab
vocab test
considering the impact of new
technologies in the work place

vocab
vocab test
General revision
Walking Talking mock
15.5.17

Marking and CTG
walking talking mock reading

9.1.17

Review and data drop

18.4.16

27.2.17

6.3.17

Marking
Exam-style reading practice

vocab test
discussing world problems and possible
solutions
using prepositions with the accusative

Marking and CTG
past paper
13.3.17

Review and data drop

Review and data drop

22.5.17
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